HOW TO PLAY THE SUPER NINTENDO ® GAME “WING COMMANDER THE SECRET MISSIONSTM”
While viewing the TITLE SCREEN press the A BUTTON on CONTROLLER 1 when PILOT LEVEL is highlighted to select a status of ROOKIE or ACE. If you are beginning a new campaign press the A BUTTON to select START CAMPAIGN and advance to the REGISTRATION SCREEN. Use the control pad and the A BUTTON to enter your HANDLE, (name). Once you have completed your entries use the control pad to underscore the icon on the bottom right corner of the screen and press the A BUTTON to begin gameplay. If you are resuming play from a previous game press the A BUTTON to select CONTINUE and advance to the REGISTRATION SCREEN. Enter your HANDLE in the manner outlined above to resume gameplay. 
USING THE CONTROLLER
R BUTTON- Increase speed 		L BUTTON- Decrease speed 
L BUTTON & R BUTTON & SELECT & START (press all buttons simutaneously)- Eject 
R BUTTON & SELECT BUTTON- Cycle through NAVIGATION, TARGETING and COMMUNICATIONS SCREENS
L BUTTON & SELECT BUTTON- Switch between WEAPONS DISPLAY and DAMAGE REPORT SCREENS
START BUTTON- Pause (flight sequence)
A BUTTON- Raise and advance DIALOGUE DISPLAY, Activate selections from all displays, Fire selected weapon
B BUTTON- Fire selected gun		Y BUTTON- Use afterburner (accelerate)
X BUTTON- Raise the MAP SCREEN (during flight), Select a destination on the MAP SCREEN, Issue orders from the VID-COM SYSTEM screen
SELECT & A BUTTONS (simultaneously)- Switch weapons
SELECT & B BUTTONS (simultaneously)- Cycle to the next available gun
SELECT & Y BUTTONS (simultaneously)- Set navigation system on auto-pilot
SELECT & X BUTTONS (simultaneously)- Move cursor on the VID-COM SYSTEM screen
CONTROL PAD +
Press Right- Turn right	Press Left- Turn left	Press Up- Nose down 	Press Down- Nose up
PLAYING THE GAME
You begin the game in the lounge of the Tiger’s Claw. Speak with crew members to learn new tactics. To speak with a crew member use the control pad to position the blue cursor upon the crew member until a directive appears on the screen, (EXAMPLE: TALK TO SHOTGLASS). Press the A BUTTON to raise and advance the DIALOGUE DISPLAY and converse with crew members. After you have spoken with the crew members in the lounge use the control pad to position the cursor directly above ICEMAN then press the A BUTTON to CHECK PILOT SCORES. Use the control pad to position the cursor directly beneath SHOTGLASS until you raise the prompt, “FLY TRAINING MISSION”. Press the A BUTTON to enter the TRAINSIM and begin a training exercise. Once you have concluded the training exercise use the control pad to position the cursor upon the HANGAR door then press the A BUTTON to commence the MISSION BRIEFING. Press the A BUTTON to receive the mission briefing. Subsequent to the briefing you will proceed to the cockpit of your fighter and commence your first mission. Press the R or L BUTTONS to increase or decrease your speed. Keep in mind that when navigating the fighter manually you must steer clear of asteroids and other objects floating in space. Your perspective is that of the pilot looking out through the viewing screen of your fighter, (COCKPIT SCREEN). An EJECT warning light appears above the viewing screen. A SIGHTING CURSOR, (circle with cross-hairs), appears on the center of the viewing screen. A WEAPONS DISPLAY appears on the left side of your instrument panel. Press the L BUTTON and SELECT BUTTONS simultaneously to switch from the WEAPONS DISPLAY to the DAMAGE REPORT screen. A SHIELD display appears to the right of the WEAPONS DISPLAY. A SPEED display showing kilometers per second, (KPS), appears directly above the SHIELD display. A RADAR SCREEN appears on the center of the instrument panel. A BLASTER METER appears just above the RADAR SCREEN, (this will show the charge remaining in your blaster during battle). A FUEL GAUGE appears to the right of the RADAR SCREEN. A speed display showing the cruising speed of the ship appears directly above the FUEL GAUGE, (SET). A COMPUTER NAVIGATION DISPLAY, (COMP NAV) appears on the right side of the instrument panel. Press the R BUTTON and the SELECT BUTTONS simultaneously to cycle through the AUTO TARGETING and VID-COM SYSTEM screens, (NOTE: The location of instruments varies from fighter to fighter). Once you have familiarized yourself with the cockpit of your fighter press the X BUTTON to raise the MAP SCREEN, (the COMP NAV screen must appear on the COMPUTER NAVIGATION DISPLAY in order to raise the MAP SCREEN). While viewing the MAP SCREEN press the X BUTTON to select a destination, (EXAMPLE: MISSION FLIGHT PATH). Once you have selected a destination press the START BUTTON to return to the COCKPIT SCREEN. Use the control pad to steer your fighter, (to get your fighter on course you need to line up the white directional cursor between the cross-hairs of the sighting cursor). Your DESTINATION and the RANGE to your destination appears on the NAVIGATION DISPLAY. Once you have a feel for the maneuverability of the ship you may set the ship on auto-pilot by pressing the SELECT and Y BUTTONS simultaneously, (your ship will automatically fly to the selected destination). Once you emerge from auto-pilot you will come under attack by enemy fighters. Enemy fighters will appear as RED DOTS on the RADAR SCOPE. Press the R BUTTON and the SELECT BUTTON simultaneously to raise the AUTO TARGETING SCREEN screen and reduce your speed in preparation for battle, (you have a better chance of taking out enemy fighter craft if you wait for them to come to you). Once you have locked onto an enemy fighter press the A or B BUTTONS to fire your weapons. If you prevail in battle press the L BUTTON and the SELECT BUTTONS simultaneously to raise the DAMAGE REPORT screen and assess the extent of damage to your fighter. If your fighter receives extensive damage you may need to EJECT. To EJECT from your fighter press the L BUTTON, R BUTTON, SELECT and START BUTTONS simultaneously. When you have accomplished your objective in an area “OBJECTIVE MET” will appear across the bottom of the COMPUTER NAVIGATION SCREEN. After you complete your objective you must RETURN TO BASE then land your fighter. To land your fighter approach your base then slow to a stop. Raise the VID-COM SYSTEM then press the X BUTTON to hail TIGER’S CLAW and REQUEST A LANDING. Once you have permission to land approach the mother ship slowly until automatic pilot takes over and brings you in for a landing. You will then be de-briefed and receive a SECURITY CODE which can be used to resume gameplay at a later time.
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